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Terms of Reference
What is this & who are we, exactly?

When CCEDNet hired me
last November as a regional co-
ordinator for the national census
project, my experience of CED
was purely academic. I had
taken exciting, motivating
courses and read a plethora of
the literature. Now I had 80
interviews to conduct with
directors, managers, and co-
ordinators of organizations that
actually CED.

I decided I’d better start off
with something relatively easy.

do

Growing Prospects, Inc. (GP) is a
Winnipeg firm with the mandate“to
provide horticultural training and
employment to unemployed youth.”
Students in the training use hydroponics
in GP’s grow room to cultivate herbs that
are sold to Winnipeg restaurants. (The
municipal police service donated the
hydroponic equipment. Now there’s
recycling for you.) Program graduates
find work at GP as well as in local
greenhouses and restaurants.

I knew all this before the interview – I
joined the GP Board 13 months ago
because I was so excited about their CED
work.

So it was with some confidence that I
talked to Rebecca Boyar, GP’s general
manager – until we got to Question #4:
“Describe your organization’s main CED
activities.” Rebecca, a driving force in an
organization that was welding together
social and economic goals to the benefit
of unemployed youth, didn’t know what I
was talking about.

Taken aback, I did my best to explain
the term“CED.” Then we started going
through GP’s roster of activities, one at a
time. The firm’s training component
seemed fit my definition of CED, but
what about the stevia research? This

super-sweet herb (with no glucose) may
have high potential for improving the
well-being of people with diabetes and
whole communities with high rates of
diabetes. Was this activity“CED”? Well,
maybe. How about the consulting GP is
doing with a northern First Nation to
build a greenhouse? It could improve
local diets year-round and employ local
people. Seemed obvious to me, but
Rebecca was not so certain.

And on it went. That Growing
Prospects was doing CED was some-
thing I had taken for granted. Yet
understanding this was a challenge for its
general manager.

parenting classes, laundry services,
homework clubs, community kitchens
– even a wardrobe of clothing appropri-
ate for job interviews. The co-ordinator
did not believe this could be called
“CED.”

Then there was the organizer of an
afternoon program for inner-city school
children. The program strengthens the
community in so many ways – getting
parents involved in their children’s
activities, reducing crime in the
neighbourhood. I thought it was CED;
my respondent said it wasn’t. So is it?
Can it be CED because I say it is, even
when the practitioner thinks otherwise?
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Just what is our problem here? Is it the words “community” or
“economic”? .... How can a group of people mobilize for change
when they cannot even agree on what they are doing?

This experience has not proven
exceptional. Time and again I have
encountered a similar confusion – the
respondents’ and (increasingly) my own.

A union voluntarily completed a
census, certain that CED was part of their
agenda. Many people who are essentially
business developers describe their work as
CED because they do it in small commu-
nities. Some respondents talked about
how business creation is the fundamental
component of CED. Conversely, others
told me that CED was something only
applicable to the underprivileged.

One city department said it doesn’t do
CED work, it just supports CED
programs. Another asserted that they are
an inherent part of the sector because of
all of the wonderful programs they
support.

It was the GP story all over again when
I phoned the co-ordinator of an amazing
neighbourhood centre. It provides literacy
courses, computer access and training,

Just what is our problem here? Is it the
words“community” or“economic”? These
two push such different buttons for
different people. Or is that just a
demonstration of how broad the CED
sector really is?

My understanding of the CED sector
has grown by leaps and bounds in the last
three months, and for that I am grateful.
At the same time, the movement’s lack of
cohesiveness concerns me. How can a
group of people mobilize for change
when they cannot even agree on
what they are doing?
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